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Motivation

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) can effectively solve
problems such as detection, segmentation, and identification.

However, the price is usually a substantial human effort in data
annotation and network adaptation.
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Research goals

We wish to answer questions such as:

R1 How to build a CNN layer by layer under the expert’s control?

R2 What is the simplest model for a given problem?

R3 How can it be trained with minimum human effort?

R4 Can we explain its decisions?

This talk shows how to build a CNN layer by layer for object
detection without backpropagation.
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Agenda

How is our CNN for object detection?

What are the expert’s actions?

How does training work?

What are our most recent results?
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How is our CNN for object detection?

It is composed of

an encoder for feature extraction: a sequence of convolutional
blocks that creates intermediary and final activation maps.

an adaptive decoder for object saliency estimation: a
point-wise convolution followed by activation, whose weights
change with the input image.
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What is a convolutional block?

A convolutional block may contain several operations, such as
normalization, convolution, activation, skip connection, and
pooling.

We have adopted the above sequence of operations.
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What are the expert’s actions?

The expert draws markers on discriminative regions of a few
representative images as input.

Convolutional filters can be automatically estimated block by
block from this input for a given encoder architecture.

The methodology is called FLIM: Feature Learning from
Image Markers [GRSL20, SIBGRAPI20, NEURIPS20, EMBC21,

GRSL22, ARXIV23, SIPAIM23].

The expert may intervene by adding/removing markers,
eliminating filters, or selecting more images.
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How does training work?

From image patches centered at marker pixels, we wish to

identify groups of patches that represent patterns of interest
in the images,

estimate one filter F per group, such that the convolution
between F and an image can

activate regions whose patterns are similar to the ones
represented by F and

deactivate image regions with dissimilar patterns.

+ - - + -
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How does training work?

A patch X(p) ∈ ℜw×h×c at a pixel p with width w , height h, and
c channels is a local feature vector of size n = w × h × c .

Patches centered at marker pixels are grouped into a given number
of clusters.
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How does training work?

Patches X(p) = (X1(p),X2(p), . . . ,Xn(p)) in the marker patch
dataset X are normalized as Z(p) = (Z1(p),Z2(p), . . . ,Zn(p)),
where

Zi (p) =
Xi (p)− µi

σi + ϵ
,

µi =
1

|X |
∑

X (p)∈X

Xi (p),

σ2
i =

1

|X |
∑

X (p)∈X

(Xi (p)− µi )
2,

i = 1, 2, . . . , n and a very small ϵ > 0
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How does training work?

The filters F ∈ ℜw×h×c are the cluster centers.

Each filter F is orthogonal to a hyperplane in ℜw×h×c and
marker-based normalization aims to isolate each cluster in the
positive side of the corresponding hyperplane.
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How does training work?

The convolution Î ∗ F between an image Î with marker-based
normalized patches Z(p) and F outputs an image D̂ with pixel
values D(p) = ⟨Z(p),F⟩.

ReLU activation eliminates negative values of D(p), and
max-pooling aggregates positive activations within a given
neighborhood of each pixel.
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How does training work?

The exact process is repeated for each convolutional block
using the markers mapped onto the activation maps of the
previous block.

The expert may examine the activation maps of other images,
remove redundant filters, or draw markers in new images.

+ - - + -

The adaptive decoder may be used to visualize the object
saliency maps at the output of any block.
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How does training work?

As “deeper” the encoder is, the expert should observe positive
activation maps varying from suitable for object delineation to
object detection.

block 1 block 2 block 3 block 4
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How does training work?

The adaptive decoder is a point-wise convolution (weighted
average of the activation maps) followed by ReLU activation.

block 1 block 2 block 3 block 4

Positive activations are assigned to weight w = 1 and negative
activations to weight −1 according to an adaptation function.
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How does training work?

The underlying idea is to use negative activations to suppress false
positives from the positive activations.

Image Foreground filter Background filter

The weights are unsupervised and change with the input image – a
concept never exploited in CNNs.
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What are the most recent results?

We have evaluated our CNNs for ship detection in aerial images
and parasite egg detection in microscopy images [ARXIV2023].

Parasite Eggs Ships

Ships appear in very different scales.
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What are the most recent results?

We selected five images (1%) for training and 495 (79%) to find
the best network architecture. The test set was fixed with 125
(20%) of the images.
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What are the most recent results?

We used three baselines for comparison.

A state-of-the-art saliency detection method (U2Net[PR20]).

A few-shot object detection approach (DETReg[CVPR22]).

A few-shot salient object detector (SelfReformer[ARXIV22]).
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What are the most recent results?

We used three metrics for evaluation.

F-score: the harmonic mean between precision (P) and recall
(R).

Average Precision (AP): the area under the PR-curve (AUC)
up to a given intersection-over-union (IoU) threshold.

µAP: the mean of AP for IoU thresholds from 0.50 to 0.95.

Two IoU thresholds, 0.5 and 0.75, were used to define positive
detections in F-score and AP.
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What are the most recent results?

The best and second-best results are in blue and green,
respectively – our method is in bold.

The higher the IoU, the higher the required quality of the bounding
boxes.
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What are the most recent results?

Prediction, Ground Truth, and Intersection.
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Conclusion

FLIM with an adaptive decoder introduces a new way to train
CNNs without backpropagation.

The method allows building flyweight CNNs for object
detection that are thousands of times lighter than the
baselines.

One can devise different methods to select images, suggest
regions for marker drawing, estimate filters from markers,
guide the expert’s actions, and evaluate network architectures.

We are investigating the above topics towards a tool for the
design of CNNs from image markers.
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